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Abstract - A stock market, equity market or share market is the 

aggregation of buyers and sellers ofstocks (also called shares), 

which represent ownership claims on businesses. The task of 

predicting stock prices is one of the difficult tasks for many 

analysts and in fact for investors. For a successful investment, 

many investors are very keen in predicting the future ups and 

down of share in the market. Good and effective prediction 

models help investors andanalysts to predict the future of the 

stock market. In this project, I had proposed Recurrent 

Neural Network (RNN) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) 

model by using Machine andDeep Learning models to predict 

stock market prediction. In present, there are several models 

to predict the stock market but they are less accurate. I had 

proposed a model that uses RNNand LSTM to predict the trend 

in stock prices that would be more accurate. LSTM introduces 

the memory cell, a unit of computation that replaces traditional 

artificial neurons in the hiddenlayer of the network. In this 

work by increasing the Epochs and batch size, the accuracy of 

prediction is more. In proposed method, I am using a test data 

that is used to predict whichgives results that are more accurate 

with the test data. The proposed method is capable oftracing 

and prediction of stock market and the prediction will produce 

higher and accurateresults. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Our project is recurrent neural network based Stock price 

prediction using machine learning.For a successful 

investment, many investors are very keen in predicting the 

future ups anddown of share in the market. Good and 

effective prediction models help investors andanalysts to 

predict the future of the stock market. In this project, I had 

proposed a RecurrentNeural Network (RNN) and Long 

Short-Term Memory (LSTM) model by using Machine and 

Deep Learning models to predict stock market prediction. In 

present, there are several modelsto predict the stock market 

but they are less accurate. I had proposed a model that uses 

RNNand LSTM to predict the trend in stock prices that 

would be more accurate. LSTM introduces 

the memory cell, a unit of computation that replaces 

traditional artificial neurons in thehidden layer of the 

network. In this work by increasing the Epochs and batch 

size, theaccuracy of prediction is more. In proposed method, 

I am using a test data that is used topredict which gives 

results that are more accurate with the test data. The 

proposed method iscapable of tracing and prediction of stock 

market and the prediction will produce higher and 

accurate results. 

 

2. METHODOLOGY: 

(i) RNN (RECURRENT NEURALNETWORK) 

(ii) LSTM (LONG SHORT TERMMEMORY) 

 

(i) RNN(RECURRENT NEURAL NETWORK) 

RNN is recurrent in nature as it performs the same function 

for every input of data while the output of the current input 

depends on the past one computation. After producing the 

output, it is copied and sent back into the recurrent network. 

For making a decision, it considers the current input and the 

output that it has learned from the previous input. Unlike 

feed forward neural networks, RNNs can use their internal 

state (memory) to process sequences of inputs. In other 

neural networks, all the inputs are independent of each other. 

But in RNN, all the inputs are related to each other. 

 
 

Figure 1 Recurrent Neural Network 
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(ii) LSTM (LONG SHORT TERMMEMORY) 

 
 

Figure 2 Long Short Term Memory 

 

LSTM’s have a Nature of Remembering information for a 

long periods of time is their Default behavior. look at the 

below figure that says Every LSTM module will have 3 gates 

named as Forget gate, Input gate, Output gate. 

 

 

Figure 3 Long Short Term Memory Gates 

 

1) Input gate — discover which value from input should be 

used to modify the memory. Sigmoid function decides which 

values to let through 0,1. andtanh function gives weightage to 

the values which are passed deciding their level of 

importance ranging from-1 to1. 

 
 

Figure 4 Input gate 

 

2)Forget gate — discover what details to be discarded from 

the block. It is decided by the sigmoid function. it looks at the 

previous state(ht-1) and the content input(Xt)andoutputs a 

number between 0(omit this)and 1(keep this)for each number 

in the cell state Ct−1. 

 
Figure 5 Forget gate 

3)Output gate — the input and the memory of the block is 

used to decide the output. Sigmoid function decides which 

values to let through 0,1. and tanh function gives weightage 

to the values which are passed deciding their level of 

importance ranging from-1 to 1 and multiplied with output 

ofSigmoid. 

 

 
 

Figure 6 Output gate 

 

3. DATA THAT IS USED IN THEMODEL: 

 

In the Model Two types of data are being used. They are 

(i) Train Data  

(ii) TestData 

 

(i) TrainData: 

In the model Train Data of 4 Years of Google Stock Prices is 

used. This data will be used to train our model. We use 

epochs of about 200 to get more accuracy. 

 

(ii) TestData: 

In the Model Test data of 1 year of Google stock price is 

used to  test our  data. This data is used to test our model 

foraccuracy. 

 

4. PROJECT IN PYTHONENVIRONMENT: 

 

 

 
Figure 7 Project in python environment 
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Figure 8 Project GUI Interface 

 

In the model the project in python environment the GUI 

Interface consists of three buttons (i) Open Training file,(ii) 

Open Test file, (iii) Click to get Graph of result of model, 

graph of predicted future 30 days and theclosevalueof 

predicted 30 days. Each button is written under a function 

definition in python environment. Where the first button is 

used to open the train data, the second media is used to open 

test data, the third button is used to run the RNN and LSTM 

and fit the model to the RNN. And the code is also written 

for the prediction of next future 30 days. There is also code 

for plotting the graph of result of the model, graph for 

predicted close prices for next future 30 days and there is 

also code written for displaying the values of predicted 30 

days Close values. 

 

 
Figure 9 Functions for the buttons 

 

 

 
Figure 10 Initializing the RNN 

 

 

Figure 11 Prediction of stock prices for future 30 days. 

 

 

Figure 12 Plotting the graph 
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Figure 13 Resultant graph 

 

5. RESULTS: 

 

 
 

Figure 14 Resultant graph of model of prediction 

 

From the above Graph we can see that the model has 

predicted the stock prices more accurately. The model has 

predicted the results more accurately. This graph compares 

the actual stock price with the predicted stock price and we 

can see that the model has predicted the stock prices more 

accurately. 

 

 

 

Figure 15 Graph of Predicted Stock Price of future 30 day 

 

 

Figure 16 Graph of Predicted Stock Price 

 

 
 

Figure 17 The Close prices of predicted 30 days 

 

6. NOVELTY OF THEPROPOSED MODEL: 

 

The quality of being new in my project is that in my Stock 

Price prediction model the prediction is more accurate than 

other existing models and my project is also different in a 

way that I had created a Graphical User Interface (GUI) 

where we can upload the Train data, Test Data and we can 

get the result of the model and the future 30 days predicted 

graph with the stock prices. In my Project I had created to 

give a result graph which consists of the Future 30 days 
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Predicted Close Stock Prices. And also in the model there 

is a special feature where it can display the close values of 

the predicted future 30 days. 

 

7. BACKGROUND OF THEPROPOSED MODEL: 

 

The Field of the proposed model is ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE, MACHINE LEARNING, DEEP 

LEARNING and my model is FUTURE STOCK PRICE 

PREDICTION USING RECURRENT NEURAL 

NETWORK, LSTM AND MACHINE LEARNING. 

TheStock Price prediction model can predict more accurate 

than other existing models and my project is also different 

in a way that I had created a Graphical User Interface 

(GUI) where  we can upload the Train data, Test Data and 

we can get the result of the model and the future 30 days 

predicted graph with the stock prices. In my Project I had 

created to give a result graph which consists of the Future 

30 days Predicted Close Stock Prices. In my project the 

user can get the future 30 days predicted Close prices of 

Stock prices. And also in the model there is a special 

feature where it can display the close values of the 

predicted future 30days. 

 

8. ADVANTAGE OF THEMODEL: 

 

The main Advantage is that since the model uses RNN, 

LSTM, Machine Learning  and Deep Learning models the 

prediction of stock prices will be more accurate. And also 

in the model it can predict the future 30 days Stock Prices 

and it can show it in a graph. Also the main feature is that 

the model can show an output of the Individual Predicted 

Close prices of the Predicted 30 days as shown in the 

figurebelow. 

9. CONCLUSION: 

 

In present, there are several models to predict the stock 

market but they areless accurate. We proposed a model that 

uses RNN and LSTM to predict the trend instock prices 

that would be more accurate. LSTM introduces the 

memory cell, a unit ofcomputation that replaces traditional 

artificial neurons in the hidden layer of thenetwork. In this 

work by increasing the Epochs and batch size, the accuracy 

ofprediction is more. In proposed method, we are using a 

test data that is used to predictwhich gives results that are 

more accurate with the test data. The proposed 

methodiscapable of tracing and prediction of stock market 

and the prediction will producehigher and accurate results. 

In our above model we are getting accurate results which 

willbe more useful to stock analysts, Business analysts, 

Stock Market Investors. 
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                      Figure 18 The Close prices of predicted 30 days 
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